The paper introduces an approach for crosstalk-free bitpermute-complement (BPC) permutations routing in hybrid optical variable-stage shuffle-exchange networks (SENs) of size where N=2 n , and the number of stages can vary in . The number of stages should be asserted as required by a given BPC permutation for its admissibility. The crosstalk is caused by interacting of two optical signals within the same switch, it can be avoided by decomposing a given permutation to partial permutations which exclude such coupling. In an ideal case the partial permutations should be two semi-permutations with each realizable for one pass through the network. The proposed O(NlogN) algorithm provides an optimal solution for m-stage optical SEN with in the range, but for produced semi-permutations might require further decomposing. It depends on the construction of transition matrix, which can be different for the same BPC permutation. Some guidelines for this case are given.
Introduction
As the number of processing nodes in massively parallel computers increases drastically, an interconnection network becomes a bottleneck in them. Because of their well-known advantages, gigabit transmission capacity, very big bandwidth, and low error probability, optical networks are explored intensively as a promising alternative to electronic ones, e.g. one of surveys in the field [1] contains near fifty references dated mainly by recent years. In what follows we consider hybrid optical multistage interconnection networks (OMINs) using guided wave technology and composed of electronically controlled two input directional couplers because other types of optical networks are still difficult to implement. Our attention is concentrated on the optical network architecture proposed in [2] with uniform shuffleexchange interconnection pattern between stages and possibility to vary the number of stages m in the range as the case requires. It is provided by additional circuitry that allows to skip unnecessary number of stages when realizing a given communication pattern. Shuffle-exchange connection is produced by shifting cyclically one position to the left a source address bits for receiving the destination address [3] . Shuffleexchange networks and their topological equivalents are the subject of a considerable literature [4] . A multistage SEN widely known as an Omega network in its original form and with the number of inputs/outputs n N 2  , has logN stages with 2x2 switches in each [5] . To provide fault-tolerance and better throughput the original Omega network can be modified by adding k extra stages in front of it with (k-extra-stage Omega network [6] ). This results in availability of paths for any input-output pair.
In spite of the topological similarity of electronic and optical SENs, the latter cause some specific problems. The first one is path-dependent loss or attenuation, it means that optical signals become weaker after passing through an optical path. In a hybrid optical multistage interconnection network (OMIN) the path-dependent loss is almost directly proportional to the number of stages. As to the second problem, two paths sharing a switch could undergo a kind of undesired coupling which is called optical crosstalk. The crosstalk reduces essentially signal to noise ratio and so limits the size of a network, whereas the number of processing nodes in modern supercomputers is increasing rapidly. Crosstalk avoidance is commonly recognized as the major problem of afore said two. It can be avoided if a switch is not used by two input signals simultaneously.
In what follows we have to distinguish two types of conflicts in OMINs: a link conflict and another one switch conflict. A link conflict or blocking means the case when two data items require the same link simultaneously, the problem of blockings is very common in electronic MINs as well. As to switch conflict, it means using an optical switch (directional coupler) by two input signals at the same time resulting in above mentioned crosstalk.
It is noteworthy also that for optical hybrid OMINs under consideration circuit switching rather than packet switching is usually preferred, since with packet switching the address information in each packet must be decoded in each stage that means conversion from optical signal to electronic and can be very costly.
In the variety of communication patterns which are demanded among the processing nodes of a parallel computing system, permutations belong to the most important ones. The term permutation here defines a request for parallel connection of N sources to N destinations, where N=2 n , with a distinct destination for each of the sources:
Each of the above pairs defines a transition sequence for some source-destination pair. The set of all transition sequences for a given permutation is called its transition matrix [6] . As shown in the following sections, the format and structure of a transition matrix depends on a number of factors. A permutation is said to be admissible to a given network configuration, if routes for all sourcedestination pairs can be established simultaneously, i.e. without link conflicts, or blockings in other words.
If a permutation does not possess any regularity it is called an arbitrary permutation, but if there is some general rule for producing a destination address from a source address, a permutation is called regular. A permutation is called a bit-permute-complement (BPC) permutation if the destination address can be produced of the source address by permuting bits in the source address and/or complementing some or all of its bit positions. Among regular permutations the BPC (bit-permutecomplement) class is one of the most important. BPC permutations are very common in scientific applications, including digital signal processing, matrix processing etc.
There are known works devoted to finding minimum number of OMIN stages necessary for admissibility of a permutation in question. In [7] an approach, based on modeling with Petri nets, which allows determination the minimum number of stages in a variable-stage OMIN, for an arbitrary permutation is proposed. The approach allows checking 1-through-(2n-1)-stage OMINs for permutation admissibility with the polynomial dependence of Petri nets size on an OMIN size. In [2] and [8] the similar problem is solved for BPC permutations with the time complexity of algorithms and respectively. Minimization of the number of stages in an OMIN required for the permutation to be realized, allows reducing pathdependent loss on average. It also alleviates the crosstalk problem as it is shown in our work.
For readers' convenience our paper includes in a concise form the algorithm for BPC permutations admissibility to a variable-stage optical SEN from [8] in the Section 2. However, our main result is introduced in the Section 3, which is devoted to providing crosstalk-free routing for some frequently used in parallel programming BPC permutations in variable-stage optical SEN architecture. It is supposed that before routing as such, the minimal number of stages necessary for a given permutation admissibility is determined.
Two main techniques for crosstalk avoiding are commonly known: space domain approach and time domain approach [9] . In this paper we consider the time domain method. It means that two optical signals to avoid switch conflict should be sent at different times if they use the same directional coupler. Our work is based on wellknown semi-permutation concept which consists in decomposing of a given permutation to partial permutations not causing switch conflicts [10] , [11] , [12] . However, unlike other authors, who explore OMINs with the fixed number of stages, typically banyan networks with logN stages, Omega network is a classic example of a network of such type, or Benes networks with 2logN-1 stages, under realizing arbitrary permutations, we consider variable-stage optical interconnection networks and BPC permutations.
Crosstalk avoiding in optical interconnection networks for massively parallel computers is a fundamental problem. It is known that the performance of supercomputers nowadays is limited mainly not by speed of processing nodes and memory but by the throughput of an interconnection network in use. Despite of intense research in the field and so a large number of publications available, we have not seen algorithms for crosstalk avoiding when routing frequently used BPC permutations, while in the general case for arbitrary permutations it presents a formidable task. It is the first time given in this paper the simple algorithm for this purpose in combination with a concept of a variable-stage optical network is presented. Now about the special architecture of the network, it allows avoiding link conflicts in it by adjusting a proper number of stages before routing as such, and so to do then with switch conflicts only, what provides serious advantages. Firstly, the algorithm in this case has less time complexity because only conflicts of one kind should be detected in process of finding proper routes for source-destination pairs. Secondly, only one single pass semi-permutation of two should be found, and the complementary one will be realizable for one pass through the network also (see the Theorem in 3.1).
To summarize, the paper contributes to the problem of BPC permutation realization under crosstalk avoiding requirement. For BPC permutations admissible to an m-stage network, with , a simple O(NlogN) algorithm has been developed and implemented in C. As an example for this case, routing of Matrix Transpose permutation is presented.
For BPC permutations admissible in the range some guidelines are given with Bit Reversal permutation as an example.
BPC Permutations Admissibility to Variable-Stage Optical SENs
As shown in [2] , admissibility of BPC permutations to a variable-stage OMIN should be examined separately for two ranges of the number of stages m: for and for . In the first case, if , the network does not possess such feature as full accesssibility. On the contrary, with the network provides 2 k routes for any input-output pair, where . It is noteworthy that with a SEN network is always rearrangeable (conditionally nonblocking) [13] .
In [2] it is proved that in the range , only a unique BP (bit-permute) permutation is admissible for any value of m and descendant from its BPC permutations (including the parental one itself) are admissible. But from the structure of a SEN it follows that for any value of m if all switches in a network are in the straight state, a BP permutation received by cyclic shift to the left by m positions is admissible. In accordance with the aforesaid, that BP permutation is unique. So determining the number of stages necessary for admissibility of a given BPC permutation must be started with a simple check if it produced in its basis with cyclic shift to the left or not. Such check has time complexity O(n) [8] . Despite of a very small number of such BP permutations (logN) , as compared with all N! permutation and even as compared with all BP permutations (logN!), there are two very important mappings, which are widely used in parallel programming, namely, Perfect Shuffle and Matrix Transpose. Perfect Shuffle is used in Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), various types of sorting, polynomial evaluation etc. [3] . Matrix Transpose is needed for processing matrices, especially for matrix multiplication, when a row of one matrix and a column of another must be fetched from memory in a parallel computer. As to Perfect Shuffle, it is admissible to only one stage of SEN, what reduces the delay when realizing it drastically and tells much in favor of variable stage OMIN architecture. As to Matrix Transpose, it is admissible with (log N)/2 stages only, what also increases the throughput of an OMIN in this case significantly. The formulas for both are given below. In the right parts are given destination addresses if a source address looks as follows:
.
Perfect Shuffle:
But if a permutation cannot be realized with the number of stages m less than n (with m=n only Identity BP permutation is admissible), the value of m should be found in the range . In this case an optimal algorithm from [8] can be used. It is based on analysis of a transition matrix given in a symbolic rather than in binary format and its time complexity is also O(N).
Algorithm Determining the minimal number of extra stages (0 < k ≤ n-1) 1) Initialize N and n.
2) Initialize a transition sequence for a given BP permutation with assigning to each its component an integer number from the natural sequence:
. When doing so, positioning of the source tag components in the transition sequence should correspond to the natural integer set. In other words for On the other hand destination tag components are positioned in the right half of a transition sequence accordingly to the rule 
BPC Permutations Decomposing into Semi-Permutations

Decomposing in the range
This section we devote to crosstalk avoidance when realizing BPC permutations on variable-stage shuffleexchange optical networks. In doing so, we base mainly on semi-permutation concept. According to [10] a semipermutation is a partial permutation that needs only one active channel through each input switch and each output switch, However, to provide crosstalk-free routing in the entire network, the crosstalk should be excluded in the intermediate stages as well, but not all possible semipermutations can be realized for a single pass, and so further decomposing might be needed. It will be recalled that in variable-stage networks under consideration, the number of stages is adjusted to minimum necessary for admissibility of a given permutation, so that blockings or links conflicts are excluded, and only switch conflicts need avoiding. It alleviates finding single pass semipermutations in some important cases. In what follows, we will distinguish the first semi-permutation found algorithmically and the second or complementary one.
Theorem.
If for an optical variable-stage SEN with the minimal number of stages, required for admissibility of a given permutation, a single pass realizable semi-permutation has been found, the semi-permutation complementary to the aforesaid one is also single pass realizable.
Proof.
By contradiction assume that when realizing the complementary semi-permutation in one of switches both inputs are used, but in its turn it means a link conflict when realizing the original entire permutation, and so contradicts the initial condition: its admissibility.
An algorithm that follows is intended for dividing BPC permutations, admissible to m stages with , into semi-permutations realizable for one pass through the network. The algorithm is based on the properties of the perfect shuffle interconnect pattern and on the way that kind of permutations is produced: remind that in accord with physical connections, to produce a destination address the binary format of a source address is cyclically shifted to the left by some number of bit positions. In its main part the algorithm is used for determining so called antagonists, i.e. inputs to the network which are in switch conflict with a given input in one or another stage. It can be shown a parental BP permutation and all its descendant BPC permutations have the same antagonists.
Algorithm Decomposing BPC permutations admissible in the range into single pass realizable semipermutations.
1) Initialize N, n, m. Initialize the numbers of all inputs to the network in binary format.
2) FOR
TO -Cyclic shift i (binary) to the left by one bit position to find the corresponding input to the first stage.
-Invert the rightmost bit of the previously received result and shifting to the right by one bit position. The result is the number of an input antagonistic to the input i on the first stage. Continuing the similar shifting and inverting steps for all successive stages till the stage m, incrementing by 1 the number of positions to be shifted for each next stage. As a result the set of the inputs which antagonistic to a given input i along the network is received.
3) Simple scanning the table, received in the previous stage, allows dividing input-output pairs of the original permutation into two semipermutations realizable for one pass through the network.
The above algorithm is implemented in C, it has O(NlogN) time complexity. As an example of its use, decomposing Matrix Transpose into semi-permutations is given below. With N=16, and so n=4, m=2 is needed (see permutation looks as follows:  0→0, 1→4, 2→8, 3→12, 4→1, 5→5, 6→9, 7→13, 8→2,  9→6, 10→10, 11→14, 12→13, 13→7, 14→11, 15→15.  The results of decomposing are shown in the Table 1 . From the table it can be seen that the first four inputs (0, 1, 2, 3) and the last four inputs (12, 13, 14, 15) belong to the first semi-permutation because they are not antagonistic to each other in either stage. Similarly, inputs (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) belong to the second semipermutation. Routing of the first and second semipermutations from the Table 1 on the 2-stage shuffleexchange network is depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively. 
Source
Decomposing in the range
In this case a transition matrix constructed for realization of a given BPC permutation should include extra bits in each transition sequence, i.e. their number equals the number of "extra" stages as compared with the number of stages in the classical logN-stage SEN known as an Omega network. There are possible different sets of extra bits for the same BPC permutation. Our algorithm from the previous subsection will produce a solution for any fixed set of extra bits but there is no guarantee that it will be an optimal one and further decomposing of semipermutations might be required. The case with in the range is discussed here by the example of Bit Reversal permutation, with its formula looking as follows:
. Bit Reversal is among the worst cases for routing, but it is necessary at the last step of Fast Fourier Transform for rearranging the output data. It can be shown that it is admissible to a SEN network with the maximum number of stages, in other words in this case [8] . So with N=8, its transition matrix in the symbolic format is S 0 S 1 S 2 X 0 X 1 S 2 S 1 S 0 , where X 0 and X 1 are extra bits. The procedure of extra bits assignment is represented in [14] e.g. and it is not so simple. In accordance with the shuffle interconnect pattern the first half of input terminals to the network (with 0s in the leftmost bit positions) are connected to the even inputs of the first stage, and the second half of input terminals (with 1s in the leftmost bit positions) are connected to the odd inputs of the of the first stage respectively. Furthermore, from the formula of Bit Reversal it follows that the terminals of the first half of the network inputs should be connected to the even outputs of the network, and the terminals of the second half, on the contrary, to the odd outputs.
For N=8 the original Bit Reversal permutation looks as follows: 0→0, 1→4, 2→2, 3→6, 4→1, 5→5, 6→3, 7→7. In accordance with afore said it can be easily decomposed in a pair of semi-permutations: 0 →0, 1→4, 2→2, 3→6 and 4→1, 5→5, 6→3, 7→7 respectively. However, to provide crosstalk-free routing for above semi-permutations we have to resort to their transition matrices in a binary format, as shown below. For the first one:
For the second one:
In each window from W 1 through W 5 a number of a switch is depicted by the two leftmost bits of three, and so those two bit sets should include all four possible combinations to avoid using the same switch by two source-destination pair simultaneously. The main difficulty here is in proper assigning extra bits so that exclude switch conflicts. In our case it has been done by trial and error. The routing of both semi-permutations is depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. It is proved in [11] that any semi-permutation can be realized in a single pass in Benes network under the constraint of avoiding crosstalk. Since (2n-1)-stage SEN is also always rearrangeable [12] , we can here conjecture the same about it.
Conclusion
This paper is devoted to decomposing BPC permutations into semi-permutations for crosstalk free routing in hybrid optical variable-stage SENs. It is supposed that the number of stages m can vary in range . For BPC permutations admissible in the range the proper algorithm has been developed and implemented in C. Conflict-free routing of the Transition Matrix permutation is given as an example for this case. However, the algorithm cannot guarantee producing single pass semi-permutations for any fixed set of so called extra bits in a transition matrix constructed for a given permutation routing, with in the range . Extra bits should be assigned appropriately in transition matrices for each of semipermutations separately. This is a topic for the future work. However some guidelines are given for this case also with Bit Reversal permutation as an example. 
